<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 25 SEPT | Southeast Chicago Bike Tour  
Vamonde Tour Release |
| 30 SEPT | Academic Opportunities Fair  
Virtual Orientation Event |
| 05 OCT | Student Authors Speak  
Podcast: Maddie Anderson |
| 09 OCT | South Side History Bike Tour  
Vamonde Tour Release |
| 09 OCT | Chicago Studies Conversation  
Police Accountability |
| 14 OCT | Data in Dialogue  
Chicago Data Portal |
| 16 OCT | “FULL ZOOM” Films Showcase  
Chicago Documentaries screening |
| 19 OCT | Student Authors Speak  
Podcast: Valeria Stutz |
| 23 OCT | Chicago Studies Conversation  
Affordable Housing |
| 28 OCT | Data in Dialogue  
Media Burn Archive |
| 30 OCT | Spooky Chicago Tour  
Vamonde Tour Release |
| 06 NOV | Winter Chicago Classes Premiere  
Virtual Open House |
| 09 NOV | Student Authors Speak  
Podcast: Hannah Edgar |
| 13 NOV | Chicago Studies Conversation  
The Art of Biography |
| 18 NOV | Data in Dialogue  
Anatomy of a Visualization |